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Take to the streets: Climate Summit calls for urgent action 
 
This weekend Australia’s 5th annual Climate Action Summit resolved to take to 
the streets and educate the public on climate change. 
 
Described by panelists as a battle of ‘organised people vs. organised money’, 
the 400 Summit attendees resolved that now was the time for renewed action. 
 
Community activist and Summit spokesperson Annie Nielson has backed the 
panelists who are calling for urgency.  
 
‘We are on the cusp of a federal election where anti-environment groups are 
gaining ground, and the public thinks scientists don’t have consensus on 
climate change, 
 
‘The climate change movement has lost its message and its hopefulness, 
we’ve been so bogged down in the mechanics of policy, that we’ve lost sight 
of the bigger picture, 
 
‘This is the time to change tactics, to come out in numbers and show 
politicians that regular people care about climate change, and we won’t lose 
our future to the short term interests of big business, 
 
‘Scientific information was recognised as a significant communication problem 
for the movement, and the sessions with climate researchers such as 
Professors Erica Bell and Lesley Hughes were met with vigour for action, 
 
‘And already, John Cook’s speech comparing the heat impacts of climate 
change to atomic bombs is receiving national attention,’ she said.  
 
Panelists including NSW Greens senate candidate, Cate Faerhmann urged 
activists to reignite conversations with the community, or risk losing the 
senate to extremist right-wing parties.  
 
Plenary sessions focused on federal election campaigning, and organising 
successful, winning campaigns. Presentations included organisations such as 
WWF, Australian Conservation Foundation, Oxfam, The Nature Conservation 
Council of NSW and politically, The Australian Labor Party, The Greens and 
Socialist Alliance.  
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